“ SHARIA already in Sydney ” say Muslims. (Daily Telegraph 18/05/2011)
Written by Brian A.Donnelly
Monday, 13 June 2011 10:52

Is this the thin edge of the wedge or the crescent shaped blade of Islam hovering over our
necks ?? Of course it is !!

One successful tactic that is often used by Islam is to plant a lie ( the bigger the lie the better )
and repeat that lie often enough until the public begins to accept it as Truth.

This issue highlights the grave danger we face here in Australia (and throughout the civilised
Western World) from Muslims whose relentless, under handed plotting and machinations
around the World are attempting to surplant their barbaric and evil political ideology
(masquerading as a religion ) over our all too tolerant Christian based society.

It is interesting to note that this lie, sown by the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils , has
been given wings by the Internet and as a result more than 7 full pages of Google search
engine results (that’s more than 90 separate articles)– around the World – now feature this
garbage as a headline.

This is despite a clear statement on May 17th, 2011 by the Federal Attorney General, Robert
McClelland, in which he ruled out any chance of Sharia law being introduced to Australia.

In a statement released to the ABC, Mr McClelland said: “ There is no place for Sharia law in
Australian society and the Government strongly rejects any proposal for its introduction.

Australia’s brand of multiculturism promotes integration. If there is any inconsistency between
cultural values and the rule of (Australian) Law then Australian Law wins out.”
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In support of Mr McClelland’s statement we also wish to express our open acceptance of
multiculturism and we are happy for any peoples and ethnic groups to do whatever they wish in
the privacy of their own homes – if that means grown men wearing a tea towel wrapped around
your head and their women being kitted out by ‘Rent-a-tent’ – so be it.

But we do object to these odd behavioural customs being forced on us in public places.

Islam has many unwitting allies in their constant grab for power and domination of the World:

Firstly: The growing numbers of ‘New Age’ thinkers who see any form of so-called spirituality as
a good thing without bothering to examine the foundation and source of that cult or medium.
(eg. Tarot reading;Seances;Star gazing;Self exploration;Islam etc.etc.)

Secondly: The alarming trend of ‘Political Correctness’ that seeks to stifle free and honest
speech. In earlier times we Australians had no trouble calling ‘a spade a spade’ OR an ugly,
radical minority group ‘ratbags and lunatics’ if not Traitors.

Finally: The deep seated Apathy being displayed by the overwhelming majority of Australians
–who seem ready to accept just about anything as long as it does not conflict with their Friday
night football or Club activities.

Wake up Australia !! Already we have given way to many of these ridiculous Muslim demands –
in our Schools (foods; teaching content; special religious provisions) – in our Shopping Centres
( restricted displays of our Christian Holidays) and many other displays of Muslim Islamization of
our Country – witness the numbers of Mosques springing up like toad stools and towering over
our suburban landscape.

We should look with alarm at what is already happening overseas to a large number of similar
host Nations.
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At the start of 2007, Channel 4 in the UK screened a programme titled ‘Undercover Mosque’
which presented video clips of Muslim preachers in Britain. The preachers’ remarks incited
hatred and violence against women, Jews, homosexuals and non-Muslims. However The
Telegraph reported that the police and crown prosecutor, instead of investigating the Muslim
preachers, investigated the television station.

In May 2008 two Christians reported being threatened with arrest if they continued to hand out
leaflets promoting Christian beliefs in Birmingham. Arthur Cunningham and Joseph Abraham
reported that the policeman told them that “they were in a Muslim area” and they were
committing a hate crime by telling Muslims to leave Islam.

On July 14, 2008 two English schoolboys were given class detention for refusing to bow and
pray to Allah in a religious studies class. One of the parents, Sharon Luinen complained to The
Daily Mail: “ what got me is that they were told that they were being disrespectful.”

Finally, and probably the most damning offence against our Democratic Judeo/Christian way of
life was in 2008: Both the Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams , and Nicholas Phillips,
Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales suggested that the United Kingdom could consider, in
the words of Phillips, ‘embracing Sharia Law’. Phillips argued that ‘There is no reason why
priciples of Sharia Law, or any other religious code should not be the basis for mediation or
other forms of alternative dispute resolution.’

Williams commented ‘it’s not as if we’re bringing in an alien or rival system.’

What kind of dim witted jack asses are these people who would so easily hand themselves over
to a Satanic ideology – without having read one page of this offensive Quaran. These people
have absolutely no idea as to the implications of Sharia Law, as dictated by Muhhamad, and the
subsequent domination of non-Muslims – that’s you and me !!

Quite simply it means that Infidels, that’s us and our families and friends, have absolutely no
rights in Law above a True Believer – a Muslim.
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The only 3 choices Sharia Law gives to an Infidel are:
1. Convert to Islam and take the Shahada oath in which one declares that there is only one
God – Allah , and his messenger is Muhammad.
2. Accept a new (lower) status in the new Islamic Caliphate as a Dhimmi (2nd class citizen)
and pay Jizya taxes in perpetuity in exchange for the “protection” of Islam. Of course you would
lose all self respect and dignity.
3. Face the sword.

As one Bosnian Muslim famously said in 1970 as part of his ‘Islamic Declaration’ –

“There can be neither peace nor coexistence between the Islamic faith and non-Islamic social
and political institutions….

The Islamic movement must, and can, take over power as soon as it is morally and numerically
so strong that it can not only destroy the existing non-Islamic power, but also build up a new
Islamic one.”
Alija Izetbegovic.

For these reasons we take this opportunity to say –loud and clear – to ALL Muslims who have
been extended the privilege of living in this great Country of ours - Australia is a Christian
Nation and our values and ethics are based on our Judeo/Christian heritage.

If you don’t like that or if you find that too offensive – Go back to your own war torn and
embittered villages and towns in the Middle East – Do not try to drag us into the dark and evil
world of Islam.
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